DELUXE TFS EXECUTIVE
PORTABLE TOILET
DIMENSIONS: (HxWxD): 2.31 m x 1.19 m x 1.22 m

.
The Deluxe TFS Executive portable toilet is a chemical toilet, that can also work on a
fresh water flushing system, The spacious design with maximum ventilation, anti-slip
floor surface, internal wash station and much more… This is a top end, deluxe
portable toilet! This requires no electricity and an option to convert to a recirculating
chemical toilet for large events, all TFS Executive Toilets require pumping out by a
Waste Disposal agent once full. These units are chemical versions and chemical will
need to be used on either function. (freshwater or Recirculating).
Both the flushing system and hand wash sink are both operated by easy to use foot
pumps, which allow hands-free germ free operation. There is a fresh water tank fully
integrated inside the base of the unit. Most of all, each component is designed to
form a beautifully contoured interior, the units will require topping up with fresh water
if being run as a Freshwater Flush, this is done via the sink cavity.
This luxury portable toilet includes:












Extremely large 300L tank; built to handle high volume use
Fresh water tank (90 litres); fully integrated inside the base of the unit.
Double wall construction
Foot operated fresh flush
Foot operated hand wash
Polyethylene Plastic Sink Bowl
Toilet paper dispenser
Paper towel dispenser
Soap dispenser
Convenient shelf with hook, mirror and external key lock

Dimensions (HxWxD): 2,31 m x 1,19 m x 1,22 m
:: Weight: 135 kg

:: Tank capacity: 300 litres
:: Useable capacity: 200 litres
The TFS Executive Fresh Flush Units you purchase from us have a changeable
valve on the corner Rear Panel, which enables the toilet to be either a standard
recirculating unit OR you can switch the valve to then only draw the FRESH water
from the Sink reservoir. Obviously, there are only about 60 litres of water in the sink
tank, and therefore,this will need to be topped up regularly, when used as a fresh
water flush unit.
The Sink is filled by lifting the Sink bowl section up. There is a small hole at the front
of the bowl that requires a biro or key to push the internal locking clip in allowing the
bowl to open for filling.
The waste is emptied from the toilet tank the same as on any recirculating chemical
toilet tank, The complete toilet lid lifts up for an operator to put the wand in and suck
out the waste / replenish with chemical / fresh water
You will need to place the required amount of chemical into the base of the waste
tank (by lifting the whole lid section upwards) and topping up with approx. 8-10 litres
of water to sit in the base of the waste tank. Depending upon which chemical you
use, follow the instructions on the pack – our chemical requires between 25-35ml per
cycle/change – as it is bio degradable, this amount can be topped up if required
during the use cycle.

